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COURSE OUTCOME
I)Business Regulatory Framework
CO1

To give the elementary knowledge of the subject

CO2

To acquaint to students about the basic concepts ,terms and provisions of
Mercantile and business law
To develop the awareness among the students regarding these laws affecting
business, trade and commerce
To explain the application of existing laws to E-commerce

CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6
CO7

To analyse legal problems in real life scenarios and provide advice for their
solution
To study critical evaluation of the policy underlying consumer law
To describe the basic legal structures that constitute businesses and the law that
regulates businesses and business environment

II)Advanced Accounting
CO1
CO2
CO3

To enhances numerical ability of the students
To increase financial literacy among students.
To introduce to the practical aspects of computerised accounting with the help of
accounting software.

CO4

To enable the students to understand the accounting procedures methods and
techniques

III)Indian and Global Economics
CO1

To create awareness about Indian economy

CO2

To understand its strengths and weaknesses

CO3

To acquaint with agricultural sector and its challenges

CO4

ToUnderstand of Indian Industry sector

CO5

Challenges of HR development for India

CO6
CO7

To impart basic fundamentals of India’s BOP and foreign capital
inflows and related issues of policy
Assessment of Infrastructure in India

CO8

To impart students with knowledge of International Banks

IV) Taxation & Auditing
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4

To know about Auditing with refer to importance procedure and applicable roles for
auditing including qualification and role of Auditor.
To prepare to join as a auditor assistances
To know individual tax liability and organizational tax liability and able to work in
office for calculation tax liabilities.
To able to help in office for work related to auditing and taxation.

V) Banking And Finance –Paper II
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

To inform students about financial institutions and financial markets 1) money
market 2) capital market.
To make aware about foreign exchange market and its debited procedure .
To understand about working of non banking financial institutions
To create awareness about development of financial institution in country .
To guide about investment institutions their organisational structure working and
functions .
To inform about regulatory frame value which regulates and control the business of
financial institutions bank and non banking institutions too.

VI) Banking Law and Practice -Paper III
CO1

To Understand of basic provisions of banking regulation act 1949

CO2

CO4

To deliver knowledge about the types of negotiable instrument and their usage in
economy
To acquaint students with functions of collecting banker and paying
banker(responsibilities and duties)
To analyzed of Bank - customer relationship

CO5

To understand types of security and methods of charge creation

CO6

To understand of loan proposal Evaluation and loan recovery methods

CO3

VII) Business Entrepreneurship –Paper II
CO1
CO2

To understand basic concepts of Entrepreneurship.
To develops the skills of preparation of Business Plan, which is pre-requisite for
commencement of business.
CO3
To develop knowledge to create new venture and to manage it successfully.
VIII) Business Entrepreneurship –Paper III
CO1
CO2
CO3
CO4
CO5
CO6

To creates awareness about concept of Behavior, types of Behavior and Behavior
of Entrepreneurs.
To explain various models of behavior
To understand about importance of Individual Behavior and factors determining
Individual Behavior.
To provides knowledge about Personality and Various types of Personalities.
Personality traits and development of personality.
To creates awareness about emotional intelligence and entrepreneurial
personality.
To explains various business related concepts e.g. Team Work, Group and Group
dynamics, stress and conflict management, Motivation, Organizational change
and Development etc.

IX) Cost and Works Accounting Paper II
CO1
CO2

To provide knowledge about the concepts and principles of application of
Overheads
To provide knowledge about various methods of costing and application

X) Cost and Works Accounting Paper III
CO1
CO2

To impart knowledge regarding costing techniques
To provide knowledge regarding concepts, procedures and legal provision of cost
audit

